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“rebo”
The “rebo“ cosmetics containers are made of paper, specially 
designed to protect the environment.

“rebo“ paper cosmetic container - collection

Paper Airless Dispenser
Paper Cosmetics Jars
Paper Eyelashes Tubes
Paper Lipstick Tubes
Paper Powder Jars
Paper Cosmetics Tubes

For all cosmetic and care products, “rebo” offers different types of containers, from concise 
to luxurious, from elegant matt to blatantly high-gloss, from monochrome to colorful, in all 
shades and designs.
We have merged functionality, attractiveness and environmental friendliness into “rebo pa-
ckaging”.
The outer box eliminates the need for extra outer packaging, which is an more needed, 
which means more environment-friendly and cost-saving for us and for you.
Of course, we can produce all “rebo packaging” according to your individual wishes and 
purposes even as a sample for testing.

variety of design options 



rebo= Re cycle + Bo ttel
Reduce-Recycle
Consumers are becoming more environmentally conscious and prefer products that con-
tain fewer plastics and more sustainable materials, something that Tianshi has been focu-
sing on for years, choosing eco-friendly options for packaging. 
Sustainable creations for eternity: This is the principle of creativity in all our Tianshi packa-
ging.
Basically, behind the name „rebo“ is a „reduce-recycle philosophy“. 
We want to reduce man-made waste as much as possible to protect the environment and 
water. 
For this reason, we place great emphasis on plastic-free packaging, full recyclability, and 
sustainability of raw materials through the use of paper, glass, recycled plastic, and bio-
based plastic made from sugar cane, using up to 95% bio-materials for the rebo cosmetic 
container, for example.
If you look beneath the surface of rebo packaging, penetrate the material and question the 
meaning of the words, you will find a whole new world of packaging in front of you!

Pollution & Environmental Awareness
Up to 400 million tons of plastics are produced worldwide each year. 
Independent decomposition will take up to 450 years. 
Already 80 million tons of plastic waste is estimated to be on our ocean floors, with 4.8 - 12.7 
million tons of plastic are added to this every year. 
The consequences of this not only affect nature and wildlife, but also the inhabitants of the 
earth.
Before 2019, only 36% of plastics were recycled in Germany, thanks to the increase in of en-
vironmental awareness from 2019 58.5% and from 2020 already 63%. 
One can well imagine, despite the gradually expanding recycling, we could almost never 
completely free the environment from plastic waste. 
What can really save the environment is to solve the problem directly at the source.

“rebo“ paper cosmetic container - collection



Paper Airless Dispenser
squared and round

Airless Pump
All colors freely selectable

Water Resistance

Prolonged contact with water is not 
recommended, although touching 
the bottle with wet hands will not 
affect it at all.

“rebo“
Features

The inner tube is made of 
sugar cane

Sustainable and durable
Fits all cosmetic and care products.

Paper Airless Dispenser



I‘m green ™ Sugar cane
Biomass-based polyethylene

Sugarcane PE made from 80% sugarcane and. 
20% PE. 
It is resistant to almost all polar solvents, acids, 
alkalis, water and alcohol.
It has good temperature resistance and can be 
processed over a wide temperature range.
Bio-based PE is just as stable as as mineral oil-
based PE and can be stored for a very long time.

Outer Container
Material:  26g Paper
“rebo” paper airless dispenser 50ml as an example

“rebos” packaging outer bottle and lid are 
made of made of FSC or recycled paper.
The vacuum tube inside the box is made 
of biobased plastic, which is derived 
made from the sustainable raw material 
sugar cane.
Raw material sugar cane and can be re-
cycled.

“rebo“Paper Airless Dispenser



The brand name for the bio-PE is „I‘m green 
™“ and is commonly referred to as Bio-PE.
The bioethanol required is produced from 
sugar cane. 
At the production site Triunfo Petrochemical 
Complex in Rio Grande do Sul (RS) in sout-
hern Brazil, ethanol produced from sugar 
cane ethanol produced from sugar cane is 
dehydrated and is converted into ethylene 
(the precursor of Bio-PE). 
Bio-based plastics can save the raw mate-
rial petroleum. 
In addition Bio-PE is also very interesting in 
terms of its CO2 footprint.
During its production - from sugar cane 
planting to ethanol and plastic production 
- and plastics production - 2.5 tons of CO2 
from the atmosphere for every ton of poly-
mer is consumed.
Products made from bio-PE are 100% recyc-
lable. 
This means that Bio-PE is considered a pro-
duct with a negative carbon footprint.

Tube of sugar cane extract, why and how?



FORMS ML

15ML

20ML

30ML

40ML

50ML

100ML

SIZE (mm) ARTICLE-NO. FINISHING

31.8ø x 126H

31.8ø x 145H
31.8ø x 165H
42ø x 145H
48ø x 130H
42ø x 165H R-2542-40

R-2542-50
R-3048.5-50
R-3048.5-100

42ø x 185H
48.5ø x 160H
48.5ø x 238H

R-1931.8-15
R-1942-15
R-1931.8-20
R-1931.8-30
R-2542-30
R-3048.5-30

42ø x 126HAirless 
Dispenser  
round FSC® Papers

textured cover paper
Soft Touch
hot foil stamping
blind embossing
UV varnish
pearlescent varnish

Applicable for all printing processes

FSC® Papers
textured cover paper
Soft Touch
hot foil stamping
blind embossing
UV varnish
pearlescent varnish

Applicable for all printing processes

FORMS ML

15ML
20ML
25ML

30ML

40ML

50ML

100ML

SIZE (mm) ARTICLE-NO. FINISHING

35 x 35 x 108.5
35 x 35 x 127.5

35 x 35 x 147.5
38 x 38 x 116.8

38 x 38 x 126.8
41 x 41 x 114.3
38 x 38 x 145.8
38 x 38 x 164.8
41 x 41 x 143.8
43 x 43 x 135.8
43 x 43 x 190

E-2538-40
E-2538-50
E-3041-50
E-3543-50
E-3543-100

E-1935-15
E-1935-20
E-2538-25
E-1935-30
E-2538-30
E-3041-30

Airless 
Dispenser  
squared

For all cosmetic and care products, “rebo” offers different types of containers, from concise 
to luxurious, from elegant matt to blatantly high-gloss, from monochrome to colorful, in all 
shades and designs.
Of course, we can produce “rebos” according to your individual wishes and purposes, also 
as a sample for testing.

In case of large order quantity it can be made in other 
colors as well other colors. Do you wish something indivi-
dual? Please contact us.

“rebo” airless-dispenser standart color: silver



 “rebo“ 
Paper Airless Dispenser 15ml
Paper Airless Dispenser 30ml
Paper Airless Dispenser 50ml

Paper Jars
squared and round



FORMS ML

50ML

50ML

SIZE (mm) ARTICLE-NO. FINISHING

65L x 65W x 55H

TR-50

RE-50

“rebo“Paper Jars

Inner crucible made of recycled PP

The inner crucible is made from recycled material, is reusa-
ble and can also be 100% recycled after use. This means that 
the “rebo” crucible never has to become waste in a technical 
cycle and also does not waste any further resources.

outer container
Material:  23g Paper
rebo paper jar 50ml as an example

47ø x 74H

Ouder container
Material: 10g Paper
rebo lashes tube 6 ml for example

inner glas tube
Compared to plastic, glass packaging produces less 
harmful waste that ends up in nature and oceans 
and pollutes the environment. Glass can also be re-
cycled by melting it down.

FORMS ML

3g

SIZE (mm) ARTICLE-NO. VEREDELUNG

21.5ø x 70H LP-3

“rebo” - Paper Lip Stick Sleeve

“rebo“ - Paper Lashes Tube

Sleeve made of cardboard, the perfect packaging for 
your natural cosmetics! 
Only for the inner sleeve the plastic PP was used, so that 
your product is nicely protected.

FORMS ML

6ML

SIZE (mm) ARTICLE-NO.

17.58ø x 112H M-6

FSC® Papers
textured cover paper
Soft Touch
hot foil stamping
blind embossing
UV varnish
pearlescent varnish

Applicable for all printing processes
FSC® Papers
textured cover paper
Soft Touch
hot foil stamping
blind embossing
UV varnish
pearlescent varnish

Applicable for all printing processes

FSC® Papers
textured cover paper
Soft Touch
hot foil stamping
blind embossing
UV varnish
pearlescent varnish

Applicable for all printing processes



“rebo“ -Paper Powder Jars

100% Paper

5g / 10g / 15g / 30g / 50g / 100g
customized in size according to your wishes.

FINISHING

FINISHING

“rebo“ -Paper Tube

The cardboard “rebo” tube is made of up to 27% 
recycled fsc kraft paper with a waterproof
plastic coating

FSC® Papers
textured cover paper
Soft Touch
hot foil stamping
blind embossing
UV varnish
pearlescent varnish

Applicable for all printing processes

FSC® Papers
textured cover paper
Soft Touch
hot foil stamping
blind embossing
UV varnish
pearlescent varnish

Applicable for all printing processes



ABOUT US
At Tianshi Packaging, we don‘t stand still. For more than 30 years, Tianshi team 
has been focusing on fresh ideas and continuous improvement of our products 
to finish creative and high quality product packaging for our customers all over 
the world from different industries such as cosmetics, consumer electronics, 
luxury goods or retail. Highly specialized not only in packaging design, material 
science, manufacturing technology and logistics, Tianshi team also always reaf-
firms the commitment to customized and eco-friendly packaging that matches 
your vision, fits your business, suits the purposes and most importantly, has less 
impact on the environment.

“ From initial inspiration to final implementation.
We package your ideas.“

Our services include:
• Process Development
• Sampling
• Manufacturing
• Storage
• Involving Production of Assembly
• International Shipping Logistics

Tianshi GmbH
Havelstrasse 25
24539 Neumünster
Germany

Tel: +49 (0) 4321 / 26821 - 79
office@tianshiprint.com
info@tianshiprint.com

www.tianshiprint.com

THINK MORE, MAKE DIFFERENCE


